Security risk-analysis of churches in the Netherlands

Security of persons, buildings and collections

Protecting the security of
- persons
- buildings (churches, chapels, monasteries etc.)
- interiors of the buildings
- art collections in the buildings

Security depends on and is threatened by:
- technical malfunctions
- insufficient or bad preventive constructional measures
- age of the buildings in combination with overdue, bad technical and architectural maintenance
- outdated (electric) installations
- overloaded electric cables
- improper human conduct and lack of knowledge and skill
- insufficient organizational and technical security measures
- natural phenomena (lightning, storm, rain)

Conservation and management of religious heritage

Registration and documentation
Most objects disappear without being noticed!
Take care of:
- an up to date picture file
- an annual audit of registration
- an orderly and well-ordered storage
- put precious objects in a box or under a glass
- a permission to loan, to restore and its alteration